IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF MAMMARY EPITHELIAL CELLS AT TUMORAL GROWTH IN REPUBLIC OF SAKHA (YAKUTIA).
The analysis of results histological examination of surgical material of breast cancer from 294 women with subsequent immunohistochemical determination of estrogen (ER)--and progesterone (PgR)--receptors, proliferative activity (Ki-67), expression of the mutant suppressor gene (p53) and gene-inhibitor apoptosis (bcl-2) was carried out. The obtained data testify that IHC-research of the tumor progression markers is a defining part in the forecast of course, optimization of therapeutic approaches with an individualization of chemo-, hormonal and beam therapy of mammary cancer, the decision of a question of medicamentous and/or surgical shutdown of the ovaries, based on the research results of the biological activity markers of the tumor.